
Solar
Pool
Covers



Henden Solar  
Pool Covers  
help you get the 
most out of your 
swimming pool

Henden Solar Pool Covers not only look 

great in our signature blue, but are also 

made to provide long-lasting durability 

against the fluctuating Aussie climate.
Protects

Retains Heat

Reduces Maintenance



The Henden Solar Pool Cover is made from a 
film that contains thousands of tiny insulating 
air pockets, which work together to collect and 
retain heat in your pool. The cover floats on top 
of the water, with the air pockets facing down 
and allows sunlight to pass through. The pool 
water heats up by absorbing the sunlight that 
heats the pool cover. The water then cools the 
cover. Like a heat exchange, the heat of the 
cover is exchanged with the water, increasing 
the temperature of the pool and minimising the 
loss of heat into the air.   The more sunlight your 
pool gets, the faster it will heat up. 

How does it work?
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What are the benefits?

Henden 550 Solar Pool Cover

Longer swimming season 
Trap and retain the sun’s heat and increase 
the temperature of your pool by around 6-8˚C 
while reducing heat loss by up to 75%. This 
allows you to enjoy a warmer pool when 
it matters, like in Autumn and Spring. 

Save water
By covering your pool, you can reduce up to 95% 
of water evaporation. This can potentially save 
thousands of litres of water a month during Summer.

Save chemicals
Maintain a balanced pool and reduce 
both your chemical consumption and the 
degrading impact of the sun’s UV rays.

Longer lasting protection 
At 0.55mm thick, the 550 micron pool cover  
lasts much longer than thinner pool covers.  
This doesn’t include the height of the air pocket.

Keep your pool clean 
Simply and effectively reduce maintenance 
and keep your pool free of debris, from 
garden dirt to leaves and insects.

550 MICRON
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Market leading warranty
The Henden 550 Solar Pool Cover is covered by a 10 
Year Pro Rata warranty. This means your pool cover is 
covered against manufacturer defects for a total of 10 
years from the original date of purchase, with certain 
discounts applied every year the pool cover ages. 

Years
Discount off 
replacement

1 to 4 100%

5 to 7 50%

8 to 10 25%

Size Product Code

Custom 1537840

6 x 3m 1537841

7.5 x 3.5m 1537842

8 x 4m 1537843

9 x 4.5m 1537844

Customised to suit your pool
The Henden Solar Pool Cover comes in a variety of 
pre-cut standard sizes to accommodate most pools.

Henden also have a custom size option. 
Simply measure the length and width of your 
pool to attain the correct size to suit your 
pool. Add 50mm to each measurement to 
accommodate for small amounts of settlement.

If your pool has particular shapes and edges, 
we recommend having it cut on site by a 
pool or landscape professional. Henden 
also provides a precise cutting service that 
can be done for most fibreglass pools.

Environmentally friendly 
Our environmentally friendly solar pool covers are:

• Compliant with ISO14001 environmental standards

• Contain up to 15% post-industrial recycled content

• A 100% recyclable product

Australian made
Henden Solar Pool Covers are 100% 
Australian-made, so you can be sure 
you’re using a local, quality product.

Committed to sustainability
We minimise our impact on the environment through 
continuous improvement, adopting strategies such 
as source reduction, use of recyclable and recycled 
materials and encouraging re-use where possible, 
without compromising our commitment to quality. 

Our covers are approved by:
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The Henden Mobile Pool Roller is a 
convenient, cost effective solution in keeping 
your swimming pool entertaining area tidy. 
Plus, it’s lightweight and functionally designed 
for one person to operate. It also comes with 
a protective over cover, which prevents the 
cover from being exposed to direct sunlight 
when not in use – a handy way to keep it 
lasting for longer.

Henden Mobile 
Pool Roller

 > Unrolls in less than a minute

 > Available in classic colours: metallic silver and black

 > Made of rust-resistant materials, including cast aluminium

 > Functional handle rolls your cover on and off the pool easily

 > Full locking system to prevent unrolling when not in use

 > Lockable caster wheels make it convenient and safe to  
move the cover around the pool area

 > Includes a smart clamp system and straps to adjust and 
fasten your cover to the pool roller

 > Comes in a variety of sizes to accommodate most pools

Features

Once I have a cover, 
how do I store it?
We can assist you in choosing the right 

option for your swimming pool area. 

Size
Product Code

Silver Black

3.9m 1537851 1537852

4.9m 1537853 1537854
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The Henden In-Ground Cover Box is an 
innovative solution that neatly stores your pool 
cover beneath the ground. Made with strong, 
quality components, the Henden In-Ground 
Cover Box provides safe, compact storage 
for your pool cover, protecting it from UV 
rays and harsh weather. Plus, it’s functionally 
designed for one person operation.

Henden In-Ground 
Cover Box

Pool covers are not safety covers. They are not 
designed to support the weight of a person or pet.

Remove the pool cover completely before using the pool and 
never swim whilst the pool cover is even partially on the pool.
Always remove the pool cover when super chlorinating. 
Pool covers need to be removed every 10 days for 24 
hours to avoid over chlorination. For more details, please 
contact your pool builder or pool manufacturer.

It’s worthwhile knowing….

 > Anodised aluminium lid that sits 
flush to decking or paving 

 > Built in winder handle that is safely stored 
inside the box for easy access

 > Durable internal mechanisms 
prevent rust or corrosion

 > Sealed bearings prevent sand, water 
or debris from entering the unit

 > Comes in a variety of sizes to 
accommodate any shaped pool

Features

The Henden In-Ground Cover Box is made to order and 
delivered directly to site only. We recommend that this 
product be installed by a pool or landscape professional.

Size Product Code

3m 1537845

3.5m 1537846

4m 1537847

4.5m 1537848

5m 1537849

5.5m 1537850
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Reece. Works for you.™

Call 1800 032 566 or visit www.reece.com.au for your nearest Reece Irrigation & Pools Store.
Due to limitations in the printing process the colours in this brochure are a guide only.
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